
CK 130 D-CFM
Real time inspection

Application possibilities
Various connectors from the automotive & industrial sector
up to max. 6 mm² depending on the material to be
processed.

Crimp force monitoring
Maximum quality control and process reliability through real-
time testing of the crimp. Good or bad result is additionally
visually supported with light signal.

Precise positioning
Place connectors easy and reliable in the crimp profile by
operating the lever. Perfect crimping result as no
displacement is possible.

Display Screen
Various information such as name and department code, day
counter or service status can be read

Personalizable
Two fields on the display with 10 signs each for indication of
names or department codes, adjustable via app.

Integrated counter
Daily counter of the crimping tool reliably documents the
number of crimps and extends quality assurance.

Service display
Enhanced quality and process reliability by reminding the tool
user of two service intervals, which can be defined
individually in the app.

Bluetooth connection
Data exchange between the app and the tool.

App support
In WEZAG App "WZPro" various information can be accessed
and various settings are possible. Can also be integrated into
existing app structures.

Flashlight function
Efficient work due to LED lighting, can be switched on if
required. Good view of the crimping area even in badly
illuminated areas without additional light source.

Flexible tool system
Consisting of basic tool and crimp insert set. Further
purchase of inserts saves costs and storage space,
compared to a new tool.

Die sets
Maximum flexibility due to the quick exchange of dies to be
able to react to different processing topics at short notice.

Locator system
In addition to precise contact positioning, an optional
positioning aid is available in combination with die set.

Ergonomics
Ergonomically designed soft grips with slip guard. Early
fatigue is prevented.

Releasable ratchet
Crimping is only finished when the tool is completely closed
once and opens again on its own. Complete crimping is
guaranteed in this way.

Quality
Made of high-strength special steel, especially stressed parts
specially hardened and tempered. Due to precise processing,
no unwanted play within the individual parts. Therefore
maximum reliability.

Long-life cycle
Manufactured with high precision, the tool is optimally set at
the factory and requires no further adjustment of the crimp
force.

Your strong trademark
Special tools are only available as white label products. No
additional competition from us as manufacturer brand!

Handle colours individualizable
Choose the right color from our standard color range and
make yourself different from your competitors in the market.

Individual marking
With your logo and further information such as article
number and description.
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